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Light measurements in ice

- Currently there is only very limited data on light measurements within sea ice
- In ice light measurements are crucial for the correct determination of the inherent optical properties (IOP)
- The solid nature of sea ice makes non-destructive measurements challenging

To help address these problems we present the following novel tools with low impact on the sampled ice

- IMB style multispectral autonomous light sensor chain
- A new in-ice profiler similar to previously used ones, but based on the field proven RAMSES-ARC sensor
- First prototypes of optical sensors for an endoscopic probe allowing in-situ investigations with minimal disturbance of the medium

In-ice profiler with angular resolution

To investigate the vertical decay of light and its changing angular distribution within a 2” hole in sea-ice, we designed and deployed different fore-optics for the TriOS RAMSES-ARC hyperspectral radiance sensor.

Light sensor chain

For long term monitoring of the in-ice light field, we developed a 2m long chain with 48 multispectral (RGB+PAR) sideward looking irradiance sensors. A prototype was deployed in August 2018 at the geographic North Pole and several units of an improved version will be used during MOSAIC.

Sea ice endoscope

A multimodal endoscopic approach for characterizing sea ice optics, physics, biology and biogeochemistry at small scale – Marcel Babin, Session 10, Tuesday morning
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